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Abstract 

This paper investigates the use of glossing in Saudi tech blogs. It contributes to the ongoing 

discussions on terminology standardization in the Arab world as well as sheds light on translation 

practices in technology-related fields. More specifically, it seeks to address the interrelationship 

between current standardization efforts and the use of glossing in Saudi Arabia. In doing so, the 

paper hopes to answer one main question: How does standardization of technical terminology 

affects the use of glossing in Saudi technology blogs? A large corpus of 203 texts (mainly reviews 

of computer-related products) was compiled using two corpus tools (i.e., Wordsmith and Sketch 

Engine). The texts were divided into two sets, based on the writing style and type of the platform. 

Then, the electronically retrieved term frequency lists were checked against the Saudi Terminology 

Data Bank (BASM), a four-language database of standardized technological terms, to determine 

whether native Arabic equivalents for the glossed terms existed. Three significant trends were 

identified: 1) bloggers, across the two sets, rarely gloss terms with firmly established Arabic 

equivalents, 2) informal bloggers used more glossing for terms with standardized—but not 

commonly used—Arabic forms or opted for non-standardized terms, and 3) glossing yielded high 

frequencies, across the two sets, for abbreviations exceeding two letters, plus a marked variation 

in Arabic term use. The marked differences between the two groups were attributed to a variety of 

factors, including a lagging standardization effort by official bodies.  
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terminology, translation  
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Introduction 

Technology occupies a central position in today’s world. We have become so dependent 

on it that we cannot imagine our lives without it. Yet, as much as we are fascinated by technology, 

we are equally amazed by the rate at which new advances emerge. For translators, terminologists 

and standardizers working with non-dominant languages, these rapid advances in technology pose 

a particular challenge—that is, the challenge of finding native equivalents for the newly introduced 

terms. Not only are they under pressure to derive new words, but also they have to work fast to 

secure a position for the newly standardized terms. For Arabic, recent studies report an estimated 

fifty new terms entering the language every day (Darir, Zahid, & Elyaboudi, 2019).  

Although not specific to it, Saudi Arabia is a place where standardization of technological 

terms is being tested day and night. The recent leaps in computer technologies have resulted in an 

influx of foreign terms and concepts that are present in every aspect of the language, spoken and 

written. Facing the immense challenge of finding native Arabic terms, and given the gap between 

official standardization bodies and language end users in the Kingdom, tech writers and bloggers 

employ some writing and rendering techniques to counter the problem. Glossing features in both 

translations and original Arabic writing and is chief among such techniques. The insertion of 

foreign terms next to their native counterparts is by no means restricted to Arabic as it is a well-

established practice in many languages for various reasons.  

This paper aims to determine whether the current state of standardization in Saudi Arabia 

has impacted the use of glossing in technology-related fields, namely technologies that have to do 

with computers.The goal is to answer two main questions: How does standardization of technical 

terminology affect the use of glossing in Saudi technology blogs? And to what extent does that 

vary across writing techniques in both formal and informal technology blogs? By answering these 

questions, the paper illuminates the current practices of technology bloggers in the Kingdom in 

terms of dealing with newly introduced foreigners, considering the near-total disconnect between 

official standardization bodies and language users.  

For this study, a comparable monolingual corpus will be compiled of mainly formal and 

informal technology blogs. Using a corpus tool (e.g., Wordsmith and Sketch Engine), the data 

obtained will be searched for occurrences of a predetermined set of technology-related terms (e.g., 

computer technologies) which will be concurrently checked against a corresponding word list of 

BASM standardized terms. The study hypothesizes that, beyond academia and specialized circles, 

standardization efforts in Saudi Arabia, in general, and those of BASM, in particular, have been 

very limited in their impact. As a result of this, it is expected to see varying degrees of glossing 

usage as a direct result of the terminological inconsistency between the standardized terms and 

their counterparts in daily written usage. 

In the following sections, the researcher reviews the available literature on terminology 

standardization, followed by a brief description of the methodology used. The researcher also gives 

a succinct account of the research procedures in which he identifies the corpus tools used in the 

retrieval and analysis of the data. The study results are reported in a separate section, followed by 

a detailed discussion of the main findings. In conclusion, a recap of the main findings is given 

along with recommendations for future research.   

 

Literature Review 

Glossing, as a translation technique, has been used in many languages for various reasons. 

It can be defined as the “insertion of foreign terms next to their target text counterparts” (Sharkas, 
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2011, p. 369). In the case of Arabic, the use of glossing is hardly a new practice. In the Abbasid 

era, for instance, translators and writers alike utilized glossing as a form of exploitation due to 

exposure to foreign works. Upon contact with European powers in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, Arabic translators used glossing for mainly the same practical reasons and in different 

forms. In early translations, scientific or literary, glossing appeared toward the end of translated 

books as a list of terminological entries along with their definitions. In modern times, however, 

glossing has extended to other uses. In scientific writing, for example, a new form of glossing was 

adopted where glossed terms appeared next to their Arabic counterparts within a given text. This 

practice is seen in both original writings and translations (Shayyal 1951; Zourgan 1998, as cited 

in Sharkas, 2011). In her paper on the use of glossing in original scientific writing in Arabic, 

Sharkas (2011) has investigated whether glossing is unique to translations of scientific material. 

After conducting a corpus-based study of translated and non-translated Arabic scientific texts, she 

concluded that glossing featured in both types of texts. For Sharkas, glossing was used as : (1) a 

technique for dealing with new terms or concepts in the scientific language of Arabic, (2) a form 

of ‘indirect translation’ where original writings in Arabic are influenced by translation since the 

majority of sciences are taught in either English or French, (3) a technique to deal with 

standardization issues as in the case of newly introduced non-technical terms, (4) a technique for 

maintaining accuracy, precision and accessibility for readers, and (5) a stylistic feature in scientific 

writing in Arabic, especially where it appears to serve no apparent reason. A possible factor here 

could be attributed to the fact that Arabic writers draw on foreign resources, and therefore are 

influenced by foreign writing conventions. This influence of translation on written style in Arabic 

is not without basis, as many scholars of Arabic have indicated (Seiny, 1987).  

Of all the reasons Sharkas (2011) discussed as possible factors leading to the continuous 

use of glossing in Arabic writing, the issue of standardization is of more relevance here. For 

roughly two centuries, Arabic has been under immense pressure to accommodate the influx of new 

terminologies pouring in due to technological and scientific advancements in the Western world. 

According to recent estimates, roughly fifty new foreign terms enter Arabic language daily (Darir, 

et al., 2019). Since the Arab world is not a producer of technology, it “entails that it is not party to 

the process of ‘naming’” (Allaithy & Alsulaiman, 2019, p. 4). This has led to heated debate across 

the Arabic-speaking world as to how to deal with this huge number of imported terms. According 

to Maamouri (1998), the disagreement over ways of term absorption has led to the emergence of 

three camps with different positions on the terminological dilemma facing Arabic. First, some 

believe Arabic is self-sufficient and thus capable of meeting terminological needs. Second, there 

is the position held by those scholars, as represented by the Cairo Academy, who advocate the 

need to simplify Arabic while keeping its core intact. Third, there is the group calling for radical 

changes in the language even if it means adopting the more accommodating Roman script.     

Elkhafaifi (2002) stressed the factors mentioned earlier, among others, as the causes giving 

rise to the ta’reeb or Arabicization campaign. As early as the second half of the twentieth century, 

Arabicization was adopted as a means of reviving Arabic and adapting it to the advances in modern 

sciences and technology (al-Khatib, 1981). Seiny (1987) mentioned that during its early stages, 

Arabicization was carried out by official and unofficial institutions alike, with both utilizing 

various, sometimes conflicting strategies. Sieny listed six categories for agencies involved with 

Arabicization: (1) the official but now defunct academies in Cairo, Damascus, Iraq, and Jordan, 

(2) the semi-official research centers in Kuwait and Morocco, (3) higher education institutions, (4) 
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publishers and individual researchers, (5) pan-Arab organizations and associations, and (6) major 

oil companies such as the Saudi Arabian Oil Company (Aramco). 

According to some researchers like Hamzé (2019), terminology production in technical 

fields and the rest of the modern sciences is a problem facing terminologists in the Arabic-speaking 

world. Its crippling effect manifests itself in the slow production rate of official Arabic bodies 

entrusted with terminology work. Hamzé (2019) cites the far more pressing challenge of 

coordination and unification of terminological endeavors carried out by official terminological 

organizations and individuals alike. The lack of coordination, coupled with slow production, has 

over the years resulted in terminological confusion. Its manifestations range from multiplicity and 

duplication of terms to inconsistency of terminologies across the Arab world. This, in turn, has led 

to poor dissemination of new terminologies, thus paving the way for the circulation of more foreign 

terms among the general Arabic-speaking public (Sieny, 1987).  

Another obstacle related to poor coordination can also be attributed to the fact that there 

are at least two different language sources for the new terminologies entering Arabic; French in 

North Africa and the rest of the broader Maghreb, and English in the rest of Arab countries. With 

these two languages acting as the main sources of new terminologies into Arabic, terms in 

Morocco, for example, can be quite different from those used in, say, the Gulf region. Sieny (1987) 

cited the word computer rendered as ordinateur in the Maghreb and haasib aali in the east as an 

example of the lack of official coordination. For Sieny, this confusion can also be attributed to 

some linguistic factors. Chief among them is the richness of the Arabic language resulting in a 

large number of synonyms for the same concepts. Coupled with the polysemous nature of the 

foreign terms and a lack of official coordination, term multiplicity is almost inevitable. Take, for 

instance, the word structure which has been rendered as binyah, binnaa, tarkib and haykal with 

these terms often serving as alternatives even in specialized fields. In addition to the lack of official 

coordination and the lagging of Arabic standardization, Saraireh (2001) pointed to the gap between 

language planners and language users. Language planners’ unwillingness to gauge, through 

consultation, targeted users’ reactions as to the suitability and acceptability of the newly 

standardized terms has led to such terms being rejected. Frustrated and excluded from the decision-

making process, language users often come up with their own terms which, through circulation, 

become conventionalized and established and hard to replace.     

Others like Abid (1986), al-Khatib (1981), and Helaiel (1989) highlighted methodology as 

a possible cause affecting Arabic terminological work. For them, the absence of correct 

methodology has led to inconsistency of terminologies, even those produced by the same agency. 

As a corollary, calls for standardization of guidelines and even for the development of an Arabic 

theory of terminology have been made by researchers such as al-Kasimi (1982), Darir et al. (2019). 

Al-Kasimi has called for the establishment of an Arabic central terminology databank modeled 

after Tunisia’s Bureau for the Coordination of Arabisation in the Arab World (BCAAW). In 

addition to a solid and agreed-upon methodological approach to term production and 

standardization, he cites the dire need for development in terms of facilities, equipment, funding, 

storage, and manpower.  

Having reviewed some of the factors contributing to inconsistency in standardization in the 

Arab world, we must look in some detail at the various methods linguists, past and present, have 

adopted in introducing new terms in Arabic. Elkhafaifi (2002) and Elmgrab (2011) have—

separately—identified four main methods for Arabicization: ishteqaq (derivation), naht 

(compounding or blending), istinbat (inference or deduction) and ta’reeb (borrowing). Elmgrab, 
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unlike Elkhafaifi, goes on to elaborate on these rather crucial methods. He defines ishteqaq as the 

process of creating new terms from already established ones and divides it further into simple 

derivation and circumlocution. In the former, consonants are kept intact but are further derived 

from and built upon whereas in the latter new terms are arrived at through translating the meaning 

of foreign terms. He moves on to define ta’reeb as the process of manipulating the phonological 

and morphological features of the source language to create natural-sounding Arabic terms. Then, 

Elmgrab defines naht as the process of coining a term from two or more independently functional 

linguistic units. Finally, there is the method of glossing as discussed by Sharkas (2011). In her 

study on glossing in scientific texts, Sharkas discussed the established practice in Arabic scientific 

writing of inserting parenthesized foreign terms next to their Arabic counterparts. She bases her 

argument on two factors: (a) the authors’ need to introduce new terminology, and (b) the lack of 

agreement on equivalents among members of the scientific community.  

Envisioned by Sieny in 1983, the Saudi Terminology Data Bank (BASM), is the first of its 

kind in the Kingdom to compile a large online terminological database of terms covering a wide 

range of subject fields. BASM, a four-language (Arabic, English, French and German) is built and 

managed by the King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology’s General Directorate for 

Information. According to its website, the goal of setting up such a term bank is to provide 

interested researchers as well as the general public with standardized Arabic technical and 

scientific terms with the hope that they will make their way into everyday life. With over 479359 

entries and more than 200 categories, BASM is by far the largest term bank ever built in the 

Kingdom. Besides coordination, it was initially built to meet the needs of specialists for 

standardized terminologies but progressed, over the years, to include other players such as 

translators, researchers and language planners (Sieny, 1987).  

To the researcher’s knowledge, however, there are no significant studies dealing with the 

use of glossing by Saudi writers, especially in the technical domains. It is the aim of this paper, 

therefore, to find out whether the current state of standardization in Saudi Arabia has had an impact 

on the use of glossing in technology-related fields, namely technologies that have to do with 

computers. The hypothesis is that the use of glossing in Saudi technology blogs is a direct result 

of the limited reach of official standardization bodies in the Kingdom. In other words, it is 

expected, given the fast-paced technological inventions and the slow rate of standardization 

activity, glossing will appear more in writings and translations dealing with newer technologies 

especially those discussed in informal technology blogs where the reach of BASM is even more 

limited. Daily language, Internet forums and social media are a few examples where ordinary 

Saudis use foreign terms to discuss the latest technologies from laptops and tablets to social media 

platforms such as Twitter and Snapchat.  

 

Methodology 

Corpus Description 

For this study, a total of 203 texts were collected and a relatively large corpus was 

compiled. The corpus consists of two sub-corpora containing nearly 400,000 tokens and words in 

a total of 20,649 sentences. The texts in the two sub-corpora were retrieved electronically from 

twenty different Saudi technology websites and blogs (split evenly between formal and informal 

ones). These are famous Saudi Internet platforms that discuss the latest gadgets as well as 

extensively publish news items and reports on technology from all over the world. They are also 

active on social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook and have amassed a considerable 
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following over the years. The two sets of blogs were, as indicated earlier, divided into formal (Set 

One) and informal (Set Two) and were classified as such based on the writing styles employed by 

each. The former appears to adopt a more sophisticated writing style that is present across all 

featured pieces appearing on the websites whereas the latter features writing styles that are less 

compliant with Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and more tilted toward colloquial Saudi Arabic. 

Generally, the formal websites and blogs are well taken care of in terms of the design and 

presentation of materials. They are easily navigable with user-friendly interfaces. They rely mainly 

on advertisements to generate revenue and provide some services such as consultation and review 

services. The review service is mainly carried out by editors or contributing writers who author 

original Arabic texts which discuss a wide range of technology products such as laptops, 

cellphones and tablets. Informal blogs, on the other hand, are less sophisticated in terms of design 

and follow more traditional forum-like Internet platform conventions. Also, they are subscription-

based where new subscribers can contribute to ongoing discussions. In other words, participation 

in these blogs is not restricted to editors but is open to other members as well. The texts chosen 

for this study are mainly reviews and were collected in two stages. First, the websites were visited 

and only the links to pages discussing computer products were retrieved and stored in a Word 

document. Initially, a search on these websites was conducted using the WebBootCat and Seed 

Words features available in Sketch Engine in the hope that it would allow for further individual 

examination of the links generated. This proved problematic since it is hard to copy all the links 

showing up in the search box. Instead, an online sitemap generator was used to facilitate the 

process. After searching for the keyword muraja’at hasibat [computer reviews] in the websites 

under study, the link was uploaded to the sitemap generated and a list of all URLs pertinent to the 

search was compiled. The links were examined individually and a randomized list of URLs was 

selected for both types of websites. Second, the URLs were uploaded to the Sketch Engine 

Website. Finally, the links from the two files were added and a corpus was compiled. Since only 

frequency lists can be generated through the Sketch Engine software, a frequency list of all the 

terms in the corpus was downloaded. Then, a copy of the corpus was downloaded for further 

examination by Wordsmith tools.   

    

Research Procedures 

Using Wordsmith tools, two lists for each sub-corpus were obtained: an alphabetical list of 

all the words contained in the corpus, and a frequency list of those words. These two lists in 

addition to the frequency list acquired from Sketch Engine were printed out to be examined further. 

The lists were further analyzed and technical terms in the field of computer science and 

telecommunications were identified. Two lists of technical terms were selected: a list of old 

technical terms for which Arabic standardized equivalents have been established, and a list of 

relatively newer ones that may or may not have standardized equivalents. Both lists contain both 

full and short form terms. It is important to note here that the two lists include both native Arabic 

terms and transliterations (for full form terms) and abbreviations and acronyms (for the short 

form). Next, both lists were looked up in BASM to determine whether they had any standardized 

equivalents. The Arabic equivalents for the terms searched were recorded. Those terms with no 

Arabic equivalents were also noted. Using the Sketch Engine frequency list, the number of 

instances of usage for each entry was calculated. Three tables (to be discussed below) were created 

and the total frequency of occurrence for each term was recorded 
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Results 

The huge amount of data obtained from the corpus produced varied results across all 

technical terms and concepts. To better facilitate the interpretation of the data, the results were 

divided up into three main categories. The first category contains commonly used computer terms 

for which there are standardized equivalents in Arabic. These are both one-word and two-word 

terms already established in Arabic either because they are easily translatable or have readily 

available natural-sounding equivalents. An example of this category is the term “processor”. This 

category is represented by the four terms as shown in Table one.  

 

Table 1. Standardized form, B: borrowed, G: glossed form 

Glossed Term 
Set I Set II 

% S %B %G %S %B %G 

Hard Disk 86.98% 13.01% 0% 91.01% 8.78% 0.21% 

Tablet 83.10% 14.86% 2.02% 75.10% 10.89% 14.01% 

Processor 98.75% 0% 1.25% 99.17% 0.43% 0.40% 

Operating System 100% 0% 0% 97.29% 2.60% 0.11% 

 

The second category includes those terms that are also established in Arabic but are not reflected 

in daily use. A possible reason for such terms falling out of use by non-specialists despite existing 

standardized forms can be attributed to two factors: the Arabic standardized equivalents are either 

too influenced by Classical Arabic and thus sound more archaic as in the case of the term 

“computer”, or too technical as in the term “core”. Again, this category is represented by four 

terms as shown in Table two.  

 

Table 2. Standardized form, B: borrowed, G: glossed form 
Glossed Term Set I Set II 

% S %B %G %S %B %G 

Computer 40.57% 59.17% 0.24% 9.57% 80.13% 10.30% 

Laptop 44.07% 55.32% 1.10% 6.59% 77.15% 16.24% 

Recovery 98.11% 0.94% 1.88% 11.62% 74.41% 18.60% 

Core 81.65% 0% 18.35% 9.45% 44.44% 53.89% 

 

The third category includes abbreviations that are considered problematic either because they are 

newly introduced or because they represent three and four-word concepts that are hard to translate 

into Arabic. An example of this is the abbreviation “HDMI”. Four terms were selected to represent 

this category as shown in Table three.  

 

Table 3. Standardized form, B: borrowed, G: glossed form 
Glossed Term Set I Set II 

% S %B %G %S %B %G 

SSD 0% 0% 100% 0% 3.89% 96.11% 

HDMI 0% 0% 100% 0% 5.91% 94.09% 
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DDR 0% 0% 100% 2.23% 4.01% 93.76% 

HD 85% 0% 16.87% 1.89% 0.47% 97.63% 

  

As can be seen from the tables above, the results show three major trends. First, there are common 

one-word or two-word terms with already established Arabic equivalents, with authors 

predominantly opting for standardized terms. Second, there are terms with available but archaic or 

specialized Arabic equivalents, with authors less inclined to use the standardized versions. Finally, 

there are abbreviated terms, which are mostly left unchanged due to Arabic’s general intolerance 

to abbreviations. The following provides an in-depth analysis of these trends as reflected in the 

tables above.  

 

Discussion 

The results above show that there is a positive correlation between the existence of well-

established Arabic equivalents and the lack of gloss, as reflected in the formal and informal 

writings investigated. This indicates that, across the two sets, the more widespread a standardized 

term has become, the less likely it will be glossed or used in its borrowed form. This is further 

supported by the fact that less firmly-established standardized Arabic equivalents are generally 

absent from writings by informal bloggers.  

Upon close examination of the results, one cannot but notice the various ways in which 

computer-related terms are rendered in Arabic across the two sub-corpora. The rendering methods 

varied across the three categories, indicating that the techniques utilized in both differ from one 

case to another. For the first category, the author’s tendency to use the glossed term was extremely 

low across both sets. In the second and third categories, on the other hand, this tendency shifts 

more toward using the foreign term either in its borrowed or glossed forms. This indicates as Darir 

et al. (2019) put it, that terminology standardization in Arabic is “far from complete” (32). Further, 

the use of foreign terms despite the presence of standardized Arabic ones points to poor 

dissemination and coordination by and among Arabic terminologists, as suggested by Seiny 

(1987). Simply put, if a “perfectly suitable Arabic term” is not known, language users will 

inevitably come up with their own alternatives, glossed or otherwise (Hamzé, 2019, p. 63). To get 

a fuller understanding of the underlying causes behind such trends, it is important to discuss the 

three categories independently.  

In the first category, there is a strong tendency in both sets to use the standardized form 

with very limited occurrences of glossed term usage. Except for “Tablet”, the standardized forms 

are widely used for all other terms with frequencies exceeding 80%. This, as mentioned earlier, 

can be ascribed to the fact that most of the terms in this category were introduced earlier into 

Arabic. It can also be argued that the Arabic equivalents for these terms are generally in 

compliance with Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)—the language in which most Saudis are 

educated—and thus more familiar and natural sounding. The term “Tablet”, however, presents a 

particularly interesting case; the term, in its non-standardized form, was used in almost a fourth of 

the total instances of occurrence in the corpus for Set II at a frequency of 23%. It can be argued 

here that since tablet computers are a recent addition to the Saudi computer market, users still have 

some disagreement over which term to use. English glosses, for instance, accounted only for 14% 

of the total instances with the rest of the occurrences (10%) appearing as transliterations, with the 

former appearing in conjunction with either the Arabic terms or non-standardized terms, i.e. hasib 

lawhi [portable computer]. Also, for this set, the glossed terms were usually part of titles or 
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headings giving the full name of the products under review and appeared to serve a referential 

purpose for readers. For Set I, however, there is generally less inclined to use the glossed form as 

opposed to the standardized one, with much higher frequencies for the latter reaching up to 100% 

as in the case of “Operating system”. The same, though to a lesser degree, was also noticed with 

the term “Hard Disk”. Similarly, transliterations were recorded at a frequency of 13% (Set I) and 

8.78% (Set II) with glosses recorded at frequencies of 0% and 0.21% respectively. Unlike the 

previous example, the use of the term as a transliteration appears to be a case of style choice or 

preference for brevity or a combination of both. Unlike the standardized form qurs salb [Hard 

Disk], which consists of two words, the transliteration hardeesk can function as one word in 

Arabic. In all the instances recorded, the transliterations appeared only in the writings of five 

authors who, upon further examination, showed a general tendency toward the textual economy. 

As a general feature, the authors in this category showed a greater tendency toward using 

standardized terms as reflected in the BASM database.  

The second table presents an interesting case; even though all four terms computer, laptop, 

recovery and core are already established with standardized equivalents in BASM, there is a 

marked difference in the use of glossing across the two sets. Unlike their counterparts in Set I, the 

authors in Set II were more in favor of using the foreign form with the glosses for core recorded 

at 53%. For Set I, the term core was also the most glossed term at a frequency of 18%, with the 

rest of the terms occurring at frequencies lower than 2%, thus indicating the authors’ compliance 

with MSA standardized forms. That said, the terms for computer and laptop appear to be 

problematic for both groups. In their borrowed forms, combuter [computer] and labtob [laptop] 

were recorded at 41% and 55% (Set I), and at 56% and 77% (Set II), respectively. As mentioned 

earlier, it can be argued that two factors are involved here. First, the Arabic equivalent hasoob is 

heavily influenced by Classical Arabic’s derivational system, which uses the Arabic five-letter 

meter fa’ool for deriving names for machines and tools; each of the three consonants of the root 

word to be derived must correspond to the positions of those in the meter with the vowels falling 

automatically in position after that. Though the meter comes in handy in deriving most machine 

names, it is rarely used to derive new words in MSA. The words that exist in Arabic are mostly 

names of machines of a bygone era such as na’oor [water wheel] and satoor [cleaver]. In both 

hasoob aali [computer; lit. automatized computer] and hasoob mahmool [laptop; lit. portable 

computer], the word hasoob is derived using the same meter. With both standardized forms falling 

at frequencies of 6.29% (hasoob aali) and 6.59% (hasoob mahmool), the two terms appear to have 

followed in the footsteps of previous ill-fated terms such as nasookh [scanner] and hakoom [remote 

control] which were derived using the same meter. The data show that the authors, in addition to 

the borrowed terms, tilted more toward other non-standardized terms such as hasib aali and hasib 

mahmoul, derived using the more MSA-like form fa’il. The second possible factor hindering the 

use of the standardized forms here may be attributed to the fact that some terms are simply too 

general or too technical to be used in informal technology forums. An example of this is the terms 

isti’ada [recovery] and nawah [core]. Standing alone, the former can hardly be considered a 

specialized term and can be applied in almost any context. For it to be technically denotative in 

the field of telecommunications, it must contain the full form isti’adat al bayanat al mafqoudah 

[recovery of lost data]. Too long and too technical, the term is dropped altogether and the shorter 

foreign term is opted for instead. The same can be said of the latter where similar hindrances arise. 

To be fully distinguished from uses in other technical fields, the term must be used in conjunction 

with other words such as mu’alij thuna’ee an-nawah [dual core processor]. Generally, for Set II, 
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borrowings constitute the overwhelming majority of terms used for this category with considerable 

frequencies for the use of glossed terms. Unlike the previous category where English glosses 

yielded equally lower percentages in both sets, Set II featured the most glosses, with Set I featuring 

the least instances of glossing.   

The third category represents the newest and most recent technological inventions in the 

field of telecommunications. As stated earlier, these are mainly abbreviations representing three 

and four-word concepts. Unlike acronyms which can form natural-sounding words, abbreviations 

are generally not tolerated in Arabic. Generally, if the abbreviated concept exceeds two letters and 

no other handy and easily comprehensible standardized alternative is derived, it will enter the 

language unchanged. Except for HD (High Definition), all the other abbreviations in this category 

are examples of this problematic case. The number of occurrences across the two corpora for idarat 

alqurs as-salb [SSD: Solid-state Drive], wajihah muta’aditat al-wasa’it ar-raqmiyyah al-

mutaqadimah [HDMI: High-definition Multimedia Interface] and mu’adal albayanat almudha’af 

[DDR: Double Data Rate] yielded very low frequencies for both sets. However, English glosses 

of these terms were noted at very high frequencies across the two sets – by far the highest 

occurrences of glossed terms in the corpus. On the other hand, the most striking difference between 

the two groups is noted with the term “HD” where glosses occurr at frequencies of 17% and 98% 

for Sets I and II, respectively. One would expect, given its short standardized Arabic equivalent 

aali al-wuduh, it would have a higher frequency rate across the two groups. Yet, the only instances 

noted for Set II yielded a frequency of only 1.89%. However, when the corpus was searched for 

non-standardized Arabic equivalents, the results indicated a varied use of alternatives for Set II 

ranging from aali ad-diqqah [high clarity], diqqat al ardh [clarity of display], wuduh ash-shashah 

[screen resolution], etc. As shown in Table 3 above, neither standardized terms nor borrowings 

yielded significant frequencies for this set. Rather, glosses and other non-standardized Arabic 

translations are featured predominantly here. Unsurprisingly, Set I features the least glossed 

instances of the term, with the standardized form occurring at a frequency of 85%.  

Finally, to explain the marked difference in the use of glosses between the two groups of 

writers in tables one and two, it is important to discuss the underlying reasons behind such 

variation. For Set I, the websites—as indicated earlier—rely heavily on advertisements. Therefore, 

it can be argued that adopting a sophisticated writing style compliant with MSA is crucial to 

attracting more advertising and sponsoring opportunities. Maintaining a professional image is an 

essential marketing tool for these websites to generate more profit. All of these websites boast lists 

of partners and affiliates that include major companies in the Saudi telecom and technology 

markets. For Set II, the subscription-based and casual nature of the websites makes it difficult to 

enforce a uniform writing style for member writers; anyone with an email and some time to spare 

can subscribe and start posting within minutes.   

 

Conclusion 

To recap, we can identify, as shown in the data above, three major trends in Saudi tech 

writers’ use of glossing when writing about or translating computer terminology into Arabic. First, 

technology bloggers, whether writing formally or informally, use the least amount of glossing for 

concepts and terms with already established equivalents in Arabic. This is mainly because these 

terms (Table One) were introduced earlier into the language and are in compliance with the MSA 

derivational system. Second, technology bloggers writing for informal blogs tend to use foreign 

terms (glosses) or borrowings despite the presence of standardized forms – a feature almost 
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completely lacking in their formal counterparts (Table Two). For writers of informal blogs, the use 

of more glossing – as discussed earlier – can be attributed to the influence of Classical Arabic on 

the derivation of standardized terms. For those affiliated with formal websites, less glossing can 

be seen as part of the websites’ policy to follow the MSA style and look professional to attract 

advertising and sponsorship opportunities. Third, there is the trend to make do with rendering 

abbreviated terms where writers opt for the glossed terms unchanged. This is especially true of 

abbreviations exceeding three letters. The predominant use of borrowings followed by glossed 

terms in Table three can be attributed to Arabic’s intolerance of abbreviations in general, and the 

rather lengthy renderings if such terms were to be translated into Arabic – a rarity in informal 

technology blogs, in particular. That said, further research utilizing larger corpora is required to 

arrive at a fuller understanding of whether glossing as a writing technique is directly linked to the 

standardization status of technology terminology in Saudi Arabia. The presence (or lack thereof) 

of new terminologies pertinent to computer technology in particular should be looked at in more 

depth to further determine the scope of the phenomenon. 
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